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A RETROSPECTIVE VIEW:OFTEE SECOND-CYCLE REFORM IN FRANCE

During the past decade Western European systems of higher educati.on

have felt the weight of strong democratic, egalitarian pressure from

students, within their teaching corps and in society at large.. This

. pregsure has had e'powerful influence over three areas Of conceA:

1) access, 2) structure and 3) gZvernance of higher education (Geiger,

.
1

$, 1976)." A burgeoning social demand for higher education, combined. with
.

' - .
AL

explicit government commitments to accommodate all eligible students,

hasbro,ught each of these systems to the stage of "mas$ higher edUcation,"'

where more than 157.'of each age cohort attains some post-secondary educe-
'

tion. d, presiure still exists to continue this expansion,-particularly

In way that would increase the participation of less-privileged social

grOu. The considerable gr'o.wth df higher education that has occurred

has taken place under the structural constraint of maintaining a theoreti-
.

cal equality between 1;hstitutioris and the diplomas they grant. This hag

been guaranteed externally by politica4considerations, and internally*

by the right of all secondary school graduates t putsue university study.

Finally, during the late 1960s the demands by st ents and junior faculty

for a greater voice'in university governAnce have produced some degree of

unlvers democracy throughout Western Europe. If some of thege leasures

have later), been attehuated, the democratic principle has been firmly.

established.

Despite substantial continuing support'for these egalitarian tenden-

cies, countervailing forces in recent years have assumed surprising promi-
.

'nenie, and now threiten in many countries* to reverse the direction of this

*
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Annual- Meeting of the

AciericanEducational Research Association (AERA)in New York on April 7, 1977.
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.recent evolution. Thehroblem pf access has begun to be overshadowed by

whit might-be labeled the problem of egress--i.e., the deterioiating

employment prospects for those graduating from the university. This has

created a clamor for further diverstfication of university curilculum

through the creation of vocationally relevant programs. Such a change

- could mot avoid replacing the present structure.of\\relatively equal and
A

open 'units with one where stude nts would-be channeled to places within a*

highly diversified,, and Consequently stratified; set of instittitiOns. The

impasse facing higher edUcaifon has,, affected governance ap well: the: very

magnitude of the problems has either vited or necessitated government

ng the scope,of decisions made bythus effectively

elected _University bodies.
.

IP
thout elaborating thtse points further if should be evident that

the v estern European systems of higher education`presently face at

least potential transitional points in their recent evolution. Certainly

'there can be rio doubt that this is the Ease for France. There the univer-

sity system-was disrupted during most of 1976 by the vigorously contested
4...

, .

-- -

reform of the third and fourth years of qniversitylstudy (the second cycle).

. r-
Although rhefolFic and ready analysis has' been plentiful on this subject, .).

I would kike to argue here that the significanceof this episode for the

future of French universities can .be clarified by regarding it y a Nati-
.

..-cular case a the general situation just outlined. For, if. the original1

/ .
. . _ ,

problem stemmed from the expansion of university enrolments and the
.

,

shortage of graduate jobs, the proposed solution called for vocationally
-,

.
. . .

/.oriented diversification; and, the issue quickly became a power

struggle between, the Secretariat for Higher"Education and Research and

*4,

4

-,
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elements within the universities (Ge.iger, 1977)-v To establish 4 context

for these events, it is firsvhecessary to. recall some basic inforMation

about;prencii higher education.

The Orientation Law of 1968 established the basis for a complete

viNreerganization of French universities. The 'rigid and conservative facul-

ties, which had been dominated by the chairholding professors, were
41,

z\tbolished completely. ,In their place a number of different types of

m
a

"units of teaching and research" (UERs) were organized, and then' combined

into some70 multidisciplinary, universities. the intention was to create

a flexible strOcturd that would be responsive and adaptable to local con-

ditions.. Tt.this end the'universities were accorded a substantial measure.

of autonomy under 'elected presidents. in addition, they were to be demo-
- .

craticaily Ain through the participation of stedents and all levels of

faculty in the governing councils. .Howeiter, this process produced more

institutional variegation than functional diversification. Strong pressures

fdt uniformity remained in the system. France was still the most centraltzed

of all the major systems of higher education,' with the bulk of important

budgetary and persdnnel decisions being made in Paris. The newly created

univarsitypresidents, for example, soon found it necessary to organize

a Presidents' COiliference, so that they could collectively assert their

interests in the capital. The copnterbalance to the centralized authority

of the Ministry was not in the university administration, buein the power-
.

ful teachers' Unions and student organizations. Their corporate interests,

in combination with the imperatives of a centralized administration, hdie

tended to guarantee uniformity between univeraltips in matters of finance;

in the treatment of personnel, in'the value of national degrees, and in

5 91.



their accessability for the growing n4Lber of bachelieraemerging.from
.

secondary. schools.. The presidents of the autonomous universities,

, . *-,
. i

.

should they genuinely desire toinnovate, find themsleves undertremen-,
.

.

/ ,,..-
.

v/ dous constraintseithei,from the Sedretariat "above" theri, or from the .

L..

ry
.

corporate interests "below"--or from both (Bourricaud, 1976). Considered

in this light, the progresd they. have made is.commendable.(Fomerand: 1976;

belong p: 13);, however, this latest crisis is sufficient testimony that it
. ,

. has -Kot been\nearly.adequate.

, ',One of the features of French higher eduction that the Orientation

Law did not touch was the dichotomy between univerdities-7-open tq all
4

bacheliers--and grandeOcolep--where recruitment is by compet'tive exami-

,

* :

.
nation <concours). The implicit competition Between these two sectors

i
..

has always wbrked'to the disadvantage.of the universities. By monopolizing

a good many of the elite fUnctions of higher eduCation, the grandes ecoles
o.

. .

have depriCiated the relative importance of university education.' This

has also produced a differehtial social recruitment between the two-sectors,

with the better grandes ficoles attracting a disproportionate share of stu-

dents from high social backgrounds. This has be6n largely -assured ,through'

their access to:the prepsfltbry classes which tram students for the

eAtourst The y ry success of thc.grandes ecoles on their own terms. (and

-also those"of the government) have thade,them impervious to change merely

for the sake oaf the welfare of the universities. Thus, an invidious, compe-

tition has beeh perpetuated, with consequences that will`be apparent 'e16w.

In the. haicyon.days of. the 1960s it was widely assume& that mass higher

4 . *

education was 'a 'correlate of a technologically advanced society. In this

decade it has bdcome increasingly evident that there are-limits to the
6

I

4
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%----.4wrihegand types highly trained pers4.1 cant Luroke,Ats.0,.uer...4,I.;

can-assimilate. The recent student riotein Italy havle publicized,the

grotesque proportions of graduate unemplOyment there.- It is nowhere

near that bad in France; bqtnevertheless there Nave been widely believed
416

charges,thejlist fewyears that the Universities were "sanufacturing

unemployed.". This overreaction' at least hadthe merit of attracting re-
.

searChers to this problem. Gdy Herzlich, the higher educationVriter'for

Le Monde, has examined the data on graduate'unemploymept that has recently

became available, and haS concluded that the situation is, not quiet so

dire. Urilversity study, on the average, still translates rather directly

*into bettet jobs and higher pay, even though its adVantagesCseemed to be

declining (Mprilich, 1976). However, St:;tiltics cannot in this case con-
\
'vey the full reality of the university -labor market relationship. -There

are at least fOur problL area.lher.c_that, have important ramifications

for the university.
L\

2

1. The foremost problem islthe saturation of traditional graduate

labor markets, particula'ily in the public sector. While the private

sector in France employsjthr6f4uarters of the gage- earners in the country,

it hired less' than 4aserluarter of the 1970 university graduates; more'than

two-thirds of the dares there held non-university diplomas. University r

graduates have tradil\fonally aimed at jobs in-the civil service and es-
.

Oecialty teaching, but this is n, longer possible. 'The smaller age cohorts ,

now tattering the schools,pkether with the enormous teacher recruitment

in the recent 'pelt havirguaranteed
N.

new teachers in the foreseeable fu
4

that them would be 5,600a5pelhing

/.

that there will be little demand for

ture. The Miniskry of Education ,announced

;$
ppsitions open4for 1977--down-trOrm 7,800

,

4.

1'

k
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just two years betore (Le :lohoe; JaLt3/7/). _:lorqovur,
.

Rena Haby intends in the near' future to pierecruit candidates for teacher
.

training,af ter two years of university study, and td strictly limit 'the

S
numbetaccording.taorojected local needs. When this plan goes into

-effect it will,consummate an abrupt transformation i* the French university:

- within a decade the training Of teachers will have slipped from the primary

purpose of higher education in letters and 'Sciences to a very margin,11

component.'

2. It has been estimated that in the future private Industry will

have to absorb two-thirds of the university .gradUates. However, on these

labor markets university products find themselves at econsiderablb compe-

titive disadvantage to grandes 6coles graduate9. The latter supposedly

have had their intellectual abilities proven by.the concoArs, and have

undergone the kind of socialization and practical training most valued in

the business world. This discrepancy has tended to orOduce a market/

reaction, drawing the mere ambitious and able students away from the uni-

of

versities. Since this process is self - validating, -the sagging reputation

of the university aggravates the relative disadvantage of its graduates,

and has become an important factor in itb own decline.

3. The actual problem facing university graduates can best be

described as difficulty' 8f,insertion into the labor market. ,This means

that the jobs they accept are either provisional, part-time, or below

the graduate's level of training and expectation. Consequently, many of

the recent graduates wht> re currently emplbyed are in fact ,still waiting

'fot an appropriate situa pn. However, a significant percentage of

graduates. prefer.sto do their waiting in the university. Theyenroll for
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-additional licence degrees,- or.highe degrees,partly.to improve their

employment prospects, but also partly to avoid the consequences of leaving

. the university. This produces a- large ,population of cynical and chroni-

cally disgrudtled students in the university; and, since each of them is

a charge upon khe state; they constitute an inefficientjuse of resources.

From the standpoint of the labor market, both the underemployed and those. , .

withhqlding themselves voluntafily from the market represent.a baglot of

highly trained manpower; for whom there will probably never be a sufficent

V
number of .adequate positioys.

,

4. - Statistics cannot fully grasp \the factorsjust mentioned; and

they are even moreilmiied when it comes to appreciating the contempbrary

situation. The.wAilabie data (Herzlich,, 1976) pertains'more to 1970-73

than to 1974-77. Yet, there can be no doubt that the situation has con-
.

tinued to deteriorate. The attempt to bring university programs more

A . 't

into line with employment'prospects--the second-cycle reform of 1976--

was more than justified; infect, it was long overdue.

- (

The reformkofthe second cycle that was promulgated early in 1976 had

actually been il' the:works since 1973.1 illIts,focus was the third and fourth.

years of university study which lead to the degrees of licence and maitrise.

These degrees represent the aspirations of the majority of those seeking

higher, education. This is therefore the appropriat:e level to attempt to

4P
articulate the output of the universities. with' outlets in the labor market.

1 Arretg du 16 janvier 1976: 'Dispositions relatives au deuxi4me Cycle des

fitudes.universitaires, Bulletin officiel, no. 4 (1/29/76); and Circulaire

no. 76-U-044 du 25 fgvrier 1976: Mise en place de la reforme.du deuxime

cycle, B.O., no. 10 (3/11/76).
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The ostensible intention of the reform was'that all licence and

maitrise degrees. would represent% coherent and complete one-year programs

-

in either ,a discipline, a combination of disciplines or training, for

profession. Each ddgree was to be conceived with a definite end in view,.
t,

. and in that sense was to be sufficient or terminal for a particular level

of professional preparation. The provisions of the reform did not speci-

Ify what these programs would be; theft contents were tb be entirely deter-

mined by the universities. .The reform established only the general' goal

),

and the 'procedures to beollowed in drawing up the programs.

The universities were instructed to reevaluate critically all existing
.

,
.

programs according sto the ends of the reform, Those that could meet the
.

,

criteriat.pmposed were to be restructured into self-contained-one-year

'programs; those without vocational outlets or with few stude,ts were

expected to be drOpped. The universities were also expected to devise new

vocationally oriented programs; but since there would be no-additional

funding, new programs would haveSto be financed by redeploying existing
,

resour s. The conditions, of access to theaS programs werj"to be defined
,

by t universities, but in general they were envisioned as relatively

.open for the licence and restrictive for the maitrise. Ip fact, it was the

Secretariat's intention to control'enrolments by "holding the front at

the licence." Ite*program.descriptionacompiled by the uniVeiSities'were

cc-
then to receive an'evaluation from special-"technical study groups,"

comprising from. one-third to one-half members from the relevant vocational

area, and the Temainderfroll:the university. These were intended to gauge

thh actual market for ttle credentials being proposed. After a more per-

,
functory evaluation by the Higher Education Council (CNESER), the programs

f A
1

10
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Would pass to the Secretary for final authorization. If approved,, ehg-

university proposing .the program could offer it for a national degree'

for five years. Programs refused authorization could theoretically be

1 offered by.a university, but the degrees.would lack national recognition.

The underlying objective of the second-cycle reform is.irreproach-

abler the Secretariat, faculty, students and the,French public largely

agree that mass higher education must become better adapted to the employ-
-

opportunitiesopportunities in the economy.' And, at first sight the prqposed pro-
\

cedures seem to.be a plausible and pr ising way to achieve this. When

they were promulgated, however, they provoked overwhelming opposition.in

1

the universities, from the presidents on down to the, students. Strikes

closed the majority of the universities in France--some for months--and

in April.studentS stagedithe largest protests since 1968: Specific

criticism was sometimes directed'at the content of 'the reform, other times

a

at the way it was presented, and often wits' purely ideologicai opposition

to the government. Through the shrill charges and countercharges, how-
. 54

ever, five recurrent themes are discernible.

1. Selection :, the students suspected, and quite rightly,*that the

government was trying to sneak the principle of selection in through the

back door. They duly labeled this approach "malthusian and anti-democratic"

in ideological faithfulness to past struggles to prevent barriers oi selec-
.

,tion in university study. This reflex reaction virtually precluded any

consideration of the possible benefits that limited selectionat advanced

O

levels miglit, have. This form of selection, however, involved a further

difficulty. Choosing students on criteria other than the degrees they held,

would undermine the equality of national degrees. This is a principle
.

11.

p.
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fiercely suppOrted by both students nnd

r

2. ,,Turntitg the' university over to the bosses (pafronati: this

charge bears the same ideological complexion as the previous one. It

stemsTfrom iataste for.capitalism, and also serves to pre7

clude a mor pragmatic considerafion of the issues. Actually, allowing

'Y

businessmen to be p Minotity in,the technical study groups would Scarcely

. pervert the university to-their rapacious purposes. The truth is that

university graduates need French business far more than the patrons need

the university. Any measure that would diminish the enormous gulf

' -

,ii,

between the,two,would be welcome alder the$resent circumstances..

, .

31.__Depreciation of the licence: there can be.little doubt that
\

this is a matt,r of personal.'concern to students, and that it menaced

them in three different ways. The government's proposal represented a

definite curtailment in the length of study.. Even though the licence

is theor84cally alone-yeacedegree, the average length of study is more

like three yeais. Forcing the progrim into a single year would either

increase,the difficulty of the degree or cheapen its vaiuel, From another

perspective; defining.the licence as a vocational and terminal program

would demean what cultural pregtip the degree still retains. Finally,'

this depreciation would be combineti with selection, thus eliminating the

possibility for many students to pursue their studies beyond the licence.

2 Despite the aversion to seleCtion, limitations on enrolments often

become inescapable. In the Fall of 1977 Parisian first-year .students

will be-allowed to enroll at any of the area's universities--but only

*until the allotted spaces are filled. This will nobe'selection by

academic qualifications, but what Le Monde calls selection by motorbike,

prospective student§ may have to race around the city in 'search of r,

a university opening.
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Challenge_to thetraditional Curriculum: the prOfessionalOza-" A

. ) .
-

tion of the university. proposed by the 'reforat pOftended no legs than a
.

.

. 7

.revolution in the curriculum. Faculty were faced with radically re sing

"
( -

,, f i' /
.

..

- their offerings,,or perhaps seeing their courses eliminated entirely. ast

. . -

non - marketable. Theypwere naturally alaimed. The domant unions of /4 '''

V

4 h r

'both the junior faculty ($NESup.) and the senior faculty (Federatiod,-%

nag .des syndlcats autonomes de l'enseignement stiperier) condmned
.

. .
..

the reform on these grounds, and insisted upoh thetbaintenance off existing

1
_ ,

programs. i

. .
.

5. Aggrandizement of the Secretary of HighervEducation: although
1'

the language of the reform stressed the autonomy of the universities in
.

4
, , , 0

devising programs:-it actually imposed responsibility for the reforme
on the universities, while the authority over them was retained by the

. 4

Secreta4y. This constituted a significant extension of the Secretary's
.

power. At presenCthe,autborization for degrees is permanent, and is only

. . ,

'

revoked under extreme circumstances (this has occurred only three timeg).
- .1..

.

Thereformvould require an initial authorization of Bach program, and a

renewal'every five years. .Thi could be a clear loss for the universities:

The significance of this issue is magnified by the distrust existing

between the current Secretary, Alice Saunier-Seite, and the universities.

She Nis teen justifiably accursed of using her power to retied "good"

universities that support the government, and punishing ftbad",ones dominated
g

, I

by the left. Theri is consequently widesprld reluctance to furnishing

her with another set of weapons in this ongoidg struggle.

' Perhaps fhete is .fta.4ii to add an additional item to this list, even
4

though it fOrms an element of each of the preceding five: that would be
.a ,
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uncertainty. The lack of precise definition in the terms of the reform,

....

, C7- . .

,

together with uncertainty about its consequences aggravated the fears,of

those whom it would affect. Opponents,ofthe refOrm conaequently de-
. .

madded clarification; but, clarification would limi t\t he freedom of action

of both the Universities and the SecreEariat. On the mat controversial' 16'

points, like the criteria to be used authorize programs, lull r6vela-,

tion would either °make the painful consequences of the reform evident,

or dilute iiireontent before it was ever implemented. In actuality, the

1;itter course was forced upon the Secretary.

In lateJuni, 1977, nearly eighteen. months after the second-cycle

reform was promulgated, the National Assembly and the Senate made these

decrees offical laws of the Fifth French Republic. This assured their

implementation during the'next two academic years (1977-79).
3

However,

the impact that this will have on French universities can only be slight

son result of. some strategic e6hcessions forced upon the Secretary for

,

Higher Education and Research. Foremost among these was,the assurance

(

.

, ,, , ,

that present programs offering fundamental training in a discipline would

be automatically authorized to continue. This obliterated in one stroke.

the possibility of a curricular revolution or the professionaliiation of
.1

the university. It, consequently left no redeployablt resources that could

3
Journal officiel, 1 juillet 1977. This legislative validation pre-

cluded a judicial challenge to the second-cycle refOrm then pending
before the Conseil d'Etat. Student and teacher groups had contended
that the technical study groups and the authorizations controlled by
the Secretary violated the autonomy of universities established in the
grientation Law of 1968. Also, they argued that selection to licence
ar maitrise programs violated the equality of national degrees between
universities. (Le Monde ,7 /2/77).

14
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to diverted to new programs. It has also become clear that the technical

4,
Study groups will be largely a window dressing, with no significant in-

fluence over the content of degree programs (Le Monde, 4/27/77). Accom-
.91,

ponying these changes has been a change in the posturfi of the Secretary.

Alide Saunier-SeItg apparently no longer believes, as she did'in the
.

spring of 1976, that there are,too many students in the university." The

' official position how is that disiterested univeriityistudy for cultural

enrichment should be available to all those qualified to benefit from'

4 it. 'This still leaves open the possibility of selection in vocationally

oriented programs--a principle well established in the grandes ecoles.

In allikelihood the implementation of the second-cftle reform will have

far less impact on French universities than its promulgation did i) 1976r

This is consequently not an inappropriate time to offer a post_ -,mq tem on

this stipfuture reform.

One might first question the underlying wisdom of the reform. In

doing so, it. is important to realize that in 1976 there were alreadyNmore.

than 150 program of the type envisioned byllieteform, and that they

Were enrolling approximately 10,000, students (Le Monde de l'Education,

October, 1976). They range atom applied sciences and applied foreign

languages to such specialties as public relations and international

tourism (at Rennes It must also
4
be remembered that the labor markets

p

4
This concession was made rather subtly, so that the student opposition

in particular did not perceive it as a major victory. ,The over-inflated
ideological Significance placed on this struggle also, no doubt, ob-
scured the practical impertance of the Secretary's "clarification." As

a result, the student stekes subsided in a mood of defeat*, This feeling

was strengthened when the Secretary imposed what were considered harsh
terps fot the completion of an accredited school year.

)
I 15
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available sr ifie'univeisities are circumscribed by the fact that most

I

forms-of en4neering and administration are monopolized by the Arandes

Scoleso In this light, how realistic was it to expect that the patternk,
of these applieedegrees could be impostd upon all of the second- cycle

programs iii. Letters, Science& and EcOnamids?:

One of the presumed benefits of
.

centralization is that it makes

rational, planning possible, Theoretically/it would have been possible

`for the Secretariat to mike some estimation of demands for highly i ed
.

Manpower, and pr ide this informatioh to-the universities for guidance.

Instead, after.four

the entire'reaponsibilitr

.
.

Of possibility'. This situation would be/tolerable if the purpoSA the
.

l'

. , .

was no way oficn$16,1f the task demanded of them lay within the realm

haggling,it produced a reform that placed

n the individual universities. Thus, there

'reform was merely to accelerate an evolution toward vocational programs;; .

however, the reform claimed muchdmore.

Id the final Inalysis, the extravagant clad:Ms of the reform bring,

suspicion upOriithe good faith of the Secretariat in proposing it. The

injunction to winnow existing Programsomemed more likely to alienate

university teachers than to elicit their cooperation. The finincial

4041c. termslpf.the3r1Orm, which demanded new programs without new funds,'also

Y
or

appeared to.be unrealistic. These considerations could be construed as

designed to placate opidion outside the universities, at the expense of

maximizing opposition to the reform within them. Whether or not this

was the.$ecretary's intention, this may have been the only success of

the second-cycle,reform. By demanding that the universities produce

emPloyible graduates theSecretary made the university opposition, the

1. 6
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prolongeditriked and the rhetoriCP.of the student left all appear
V " . .

. ,

.s- irresponsible* This had the effect7of defusing higher.education as an,

issue that could hurt the present government. This public relitionsi

. ,
victory, however; was achieved at a high price: Four years of momentum

toward reform have been squandered, and the institutional barriers to

meaningful strpctural change appear more insuperable than ever. Now the

conseluences of non-reform are becoming increasingly apparent.

-Those consequences.can be best summarized as the devaluation of the

t 4,

university. That this has taken place,is evident in the actions of
-

students, faculty and, the government.' A recent study has argued that the /

detlining.value of university degrees has affected student attitudes

toward their studiek(LAvy-Garboua, 1976). Although students are pro-
,

longing their schooling 'more than ever, especially by working part-time,

they are devoting less of their time and effort to university study.
4

* 4
Degrees remain important, but there is growing cynicism about their con-

./ . .

tenis-.' This cynicism was particularly evident in the aftermath of the

strikes, as the unixgrsities scrambled to assure that they would receive

full credit for their abbreviated year's work. A cage. has also.beerCfmade

that tho commitment of the faculty to the university has been diminishing.

With the esteem of the university at low ebb, and with their own careers

determined more by seniority than by. scholarly 3ichieveraa4ts, many teachers

are apparently withdrawing their intellectual commitments from their
. , . .-

teaching and from tHeir.discipline. They.are seeking recognition and
s

,

t .
.

gratification instead frolt external constituencies /Boudon, 1977). Should

this prove to the dominant trend, it could conceivably undermine the'

'41
Intellectual stature of the university --its major remaining source of prestige.

4,
17
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Certainly the most tangiale aspect df.tnis fieValuatiOn is the

_current government policy toward the universities.. The 1976 remtrge

broxght austerity budgets and exhortations fi?r,more-e ficlent internal

management. The most painful blow was an 182 reduction in the credits

available for part-time teachers which significantly reduded'the

number of classes taught'in many universities. Ovetall, university

*gets have lagged behind inflation sufficiently Ep equal d 202 re-

duction of support sinde 1973. The collapse of the second-cycle &

reform and theddontinued retrenchment forded upon the-uni/ersities

have produced widespread charges that the government has abandoned the

universiti4S-thst they are being allowed to sink into irreversible
.

mediocrity. After thp second-cycle 'Crisis diminished, two important

educational administrators resigned, protepting that the government had

no policy for the universities. Jean-Louis Quermonne, who wrote the

'

,text of tie, second-cycle reform, charged that nothing was being done

to surmount the pervasive problems facing the universities; Andr6
AP

eisadevall, who inspired the most successful of the university's voca7

tioaal programs (the m4itrises de sciences-a techniques), felt that the

government had not clOysiven up all thought of renovating the universi-
T

ties, bur\ was actively'hostile toward them (Le Monde de l'Education,

October, 1976). The pessimism of these statements is fully reflected in

r

.
the,current mood on campus/ . If in the 19.76 protests one could detect at

t-

least an element of hope, despgir and resignation have dominated the uni-

versities since (cf. Richardot, 107).

It remains to relate this episode to the three issues menibned1at

4
the outset. :The devaluation of the university will undoubtedly have a

r
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socially differential impsAt. The constituency of 'the'university today.

. .

its drawnheavily from the middle and lower-middle classes, while perhaps,
.

one of every five students is from the working class,. For most of these

students'university study repreients on opportunity for social advancement.

Insofar as the depreciation pf university degrees falsifies these expec7

tations, it falsifies as well the self-image of ranCe as an open and

meritocratic society. This is perhaps the best argument for a goverriment

policy to reverse the current trend, o that'acceSs to higher education

would 'represent a real opportunityforr-social betterment. Unfortunately,

,conditions A not yet seem ripe for such a commitment.

It seems likely, nevertheless, that the previous movement to*ard

p
.diversification and vocitional relevance will slowly proceed, propellego.

.

in this case by forces within the universities. It must for the time

beiniOlowever, coexist with forces-that are 'reinforcing the equality
4

between institutions. 'Recent-funding patterris have favored weaker-insti-

tutions, at the expellee of the strong, particularly in, Paris, even though

a good case can bdclandt.that the university system hasbeen overextended.

In matters of personnel, decreased movement between institutions and strong

union pressures fbr job se rity ,have the Potential to equalize faculty

quallty between institu ions(cf. Conia, 1976): Homogenization'of the

universities in. this respect could oily occur at the o' the more

prestigious universities, thus further aggravating the general dkcline.

4
In ,recent years the gopernment.has been largely suc6essfUl in imposing

major reforms against the opposition of studelit groups and faculty unions.
A

in.1971 Lelection was established in medical studies;-, 1972 saw the creation

Of a4new.pottern of teacher' education; and in 1973 the first.,cycle was
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'transformed. The compyomise.settlemont of :he secona-cycle reform repre-
.

'sents a stand -off that left both sides -substantially, dissatisfied. At

moment the Secretariat has neither the financial resources nor the

political backing of the beleaguered President to.. undertake any further

.

- efforts at significkent reform. Student activists appear somewhat

chastened after the 1976 /strikes, their exertions having been fai out

of proportion to their rather dubious gains. The present situation,

nevertheless, bears less ieseMidlance to a traditional French bureau-
,

cratic stalemate than it doe to political cold war. Both the Secretary

for Universities and hdeoppopents in student and tea her organizati&ns

have been venting their frustrations in kind of ttrbal warfare. Alice

Saunier-Seltfi regard's herself as "the most inslaxeli woman in France";

yet she has become notorious for her own ripostes against the Left.

Behind this'war of wdtds,,however, the government still possesses

or

considerable administrative powers. It seems to be the Secretary's

policy to use diem selectively in order to encourage the universities

A

to evolve in certain.directions. The Secretariat has on occasion.trans-
, 4t,

erred units to ideologically more congenial locations, It has also be-

e adelift at making the limited autonomy of the universities work against

A
tem. Thus, the'universities have been given the resnonsibility to de-

termine where to cut their shrinking budgetsi4and they are now being

forced to rationalize their own administrations. It is doubtful, never7

yeless, that such limited. measures will produce the desired 'evolution of
--._

. .

the'entire system. This type of progress is only achieved at the expense

of generating resentment in the univ rsities. These ill-feelings may in,
.

the long run prevent the,cooperation between the'Secretary and the

.

C
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'universities which is needed to btoacl the fundamentaLproblems behind

t4 perpetual crisis in French higher education.
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